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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Programmed learning is probably as old as mankind.

In theory

the essentials of this method consist of three major interdependent
factors; 1) immediate feedback or knowledge to the learner of the
a dequacy of the responses, 2) the presenting of material in small
enough units to a llow rapid assimilation and reinforcement, and
3) the arrangement of such units in a sequence which continues to
build upon and reinforce the prior learning.
It would be difficult to believe that some of the more apt
to teach of any generation would not have capitalized upon such a
program in presenting to an apprentice or son the proper method of
executing some particular work needed in a trade or profession.

A

master carpenter first showing an a pprentice how to drive a nail \ould
have been utilizing programmed learning if he divided the task into a
number of "steps" and reinforced the proper execution of each by·an
approving comment such as

11

That's right, that's right."

In more recent years programmed learning has tended to be
associated quite closely with a format utilizing a mechanical or
electronic device to provide the immediate feedback.

Indeed, some

s_uch programs even require a n electronic computer to check the
correctness or incorrectness of a ·given response and select the next
sub-unit of material to present to the learner.

2

It was felt that mo�t instructional programs in_the graphic
arts would probably not be fortunate enough to acquire equipment such
as that used in the more comple� designs .

However, it a ppeared very

possible that the underlying principles of programmed learning might be
utilized to advantage with at least s ome portions of the instruction in
this field a nd that research into the advantages a nd disadva ntages of
such use might be profitable.
Review of Selected Literature
A review of the literature was executed in an a ttempt to both
clarify the problem and to gain from the prior work of others in the
field.

The earliest reference to programmed instruction is not of

recent vintage.

In the largest percentage of books a nd periodical

articles touching on the s ubject, historical reference gave credit
for the revival of programmed instruction to Sidney Pressey.

At

Harvard Psychological Laboratories, B. F. Skinner a nd his associates
reviewed the previous efforts expended , a nd added to the worth of
1
.
programmed learning.

Although it could not be considered a s having a ll the features
of today's s elf-teaching machines, the first contrivance termed
"teaching machine" was patented in 1866.

A l ittle over half a century

later, just prior to 1920, Pressey produced a machine which proved
efficient as a teaching device.

Though students learned much through

1 Stuart Margulies and Lewis D. Eigen, Applied Program
Instruction (New York: John Wiley and Sons, 1962), p. 24.
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the use o f his machine, educators and psychologists showed l ittle
interest in the device, which was for the most part a rnultiple�choice
mechanism.
ans�ers.

His pun�hboard _provid� learners a choice o f four or f�ve
The student would press a button indicating the answer he
I f he pressed the one representing the right answer,

felt was correct.

a new question would appear in the window.
pressed, the question remained.

The error was recorded on a counter

and the student was expected to try again.
program o f today.

I f an _ incorrect button was

2

This was similar to the

Educators did not show suf ficient interest in Pressey's teaching
device to assure success in its use.

They did not visualize the

process o f learning in the same light in which it is regarded today.
Skinner believed that Pressey worked in a period o f inadequate know
ledge of research and theory in psychology and that effective laboratory techniques were lacking at that time.

3

Since the time o f Pressey's rather crude devices, many e ffec
tive laboratory techniques have been developed through experimentation in the field o f learning�

It has also been found that certain

conditions contribute to or hinder learning.

Skinner had wide

experience in research which accounted for the marked di f ference between

2 William A. Deterline, An Introduction to Programmed In
struction (Englewood Cli f fs, N.J.: Prentice Hall, Inc. , 1962),
pp. 9, 10.

3. Deterline, p. 10.

4
his teaching machine and that of Pressey, whose efforts reached back
forty years prior to Skinner's .

4

Although Skinner has concentrated upon the use of a 'machine' to
control the learning sequence, this does not preclude the possibility
of other means of control such as that of 'paper teaching machines' or
a 'programmed textbook . '5
In his paper, "Science of Learning and Art of Teaching," pre
sented at a Conference on Current Trends in Psychology and the Behav
ioral Sciences , March 1 2, 1 95 4, Skinner stated:

"We are on the

threshold of an exciting and revolutionary period, in which the
scientific s tudy of man will be put to work in man's best interests.11
In 1954 ·another paper by Skinner was published in two journals.

6

Its

content introduced many educators to the possibilities of programmed
instruction.

Since then the method has been gradually reaching public

notice and according to Schramm it is being discussed by s chool boards
and educators and is being used by educational publishers and by makers
of films.
degree.

7

4

It is also being placed on trial in schools to a limited

Deterline, p. 10.

5 A. A. Lumsdaine and Robert Glaser, Teaching Machines and Pro
grammed Learning, A Source Book (Washington, D.C.: National Education
Association of the United States, 1960) , p . 438 .
6 Wendell I. Smith and J. William Noore, Prograrmned Learning
(New· York: D. Van Nostrand Co., Inc., 1962) , p. 33 .
7 Wilbur Schramm, Programmed Ins truction Today and Tomorrow
The Fund for the Advancement of Education, p. 5 .

s
In 1957, programming was first used for a complete course in
Skinner's "The Analysis of Behavior," a course outlined to teach
principles of behavior which are the basis of programmed instruction . 8
The method has had a long past but a short history; possibly innovators
are loathe to admit they might have had a predecessor.

Lee Garner in

Programmed Instruction (1966) statedi
Programming for in_struction, rightly regarded as both
product and process, is part of a long-lived concern with
the principles and practices of education and training .
The perfectability of man has been a prominent theme in
American intellectual history. 9
Traces of Programmed Learning From Socrates to Pressey
In ancient Greece, Socrates attempted to introduce a form of
programming in his teaching, according to Garner.
differed greatly from contemporary methods.

However, his methods

Slaves as well as sons of

aristocrats were led by cues through ''leading questions, giving re
sponses in a permissive atmosphere in gaining immediate feedback . 1110
Socrates proceeded step by step and frequently guided students through
a debate with' a number of verbal helps.

He also illustrated his method

but possibly did not realize one important truth--that in the end
prompting must be eliminated to al low the student to use his own initiative .
8 Robert Glaser, Teaching Machines and Programmed Learning II
(Washington, D . C. : National Education Association of the United States,
1965) , p . 652.

9 w. Lee Garner, Programmed Instruction (New York:
for Applied Research in Education, Inc., 1966) , p. 2 .
10

Garner, p . 2 .

The Center

6
Garner quotes Horace as speaking of reward given to children as
they received instruction .

However, his report of Quintilian' � comments

even more resemble the examples of programmed instruction:
The individual student must be queried often and re
warded with praise; -by arrangement, the student must
achieve results quickly without error; the student must
discover for himself, and eventually cut the apron strings
to the teacher and become a self-reliant learner; motor
skills have to be taught by guiding the student's muscles
through the necessary exercises and routines . 1 1
In medieval times, guildsmen and craftsmen had programs in
apprenticeship which were intended to carry young artists through
difficult practices and exercises .

12

In the 17th century, according to Glaser, Comenius believed in
teaching in small steps, and advocated that no step was to be greater
than the student was able to take. 13
A generation ago, Chatauqua mail-order courses in art, in which
painting was directed by numbers, were similar to present-day painting
number-kits. 1t�
The foregoing teaching methods illustrate some of the begin
nings of programming .

Even as some contemporary ideas may seem of

little worth, one should not eschew these small beginnings, for who
knows "which shall prosper, this or that.11 15

11

Garner, p. 3 .

12

Garner, p� 3.

13

Glaser, p. 15 .

14

Garner, p. 3.

15

Garner, p . 3.
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Early Recognition of Principles of Programmed Learning
Individual tutors have led students through steps that the
majority of programmers would not think of attempting .

Garner reports

that Helen Keller 's teacher accomplished an almos t unbilievable feat in
teaching her the ear ly fundamentals of communication.16
In 1912 Thorndike wrote:
If, by miracle of mechanical ingenuity, a book could be
so arrariged that only tb him who had done what was directed·
on page 1 would page 2 become visible, and so on, much that
now requires personal instruction could be managed by print . 17
Finn and Perrin have written of Thorndike, "Here are the ins ights of a genius .

History can very often teach a less on in humility-

and it does here . 11 18
Individual instruction plans were known and used in public
schools before 1900 .

Two successful types were the Winnetka Plan

first used in 1919, and the Dalton Plan inaugurated in 1920.
first of the two, students made progress at their "own rate."

In the
The plan

utilized "self-instructional materials and self-administered diagnos
tic tests .

Students had to master one unit before they could take up

the next."

In the Dalton Plan, "promotion was on an individual basis;

students proceeded at their own rate .
unit or one-month in 'contract . '".19

16

Garner, pp . 3, 4.

17

Glas_e r, P• 16 .

18

Glaser, p . 16 .

19

Garner, p . 4.

A mastery test preceded each new

8

Audio-visual aids, learning records , and language -tapes· provided
in sequential steps are also a part of programmed learning. 20
Types of Progra mming
Various methods of p_r,esenting progra mmed instruction have
evolved in the past decade or more.

A few of the more popular have

been described briefly:
Skinner.

B. F. Skinner's paradigm, a linear sequence of

"frames" consisting of a stimulus (a few words), a response (a blank to
fill), and reinforcement (correct answer) was the firs t well-known
pattern of developmen t .
Crowder.

The next well-known method following Skinner was

developed by Norman A. Crowder.

His frames are longer.

They consist

of an expository statement, multiple-choice ques tions, a nd the
student is "branched" to other frames according to his answers.
Hybrid .

Hybrid programming is found in program texts using

both the Skinner and the Crowder Models.
Eclectic . Eclectic 'programming has resulted a fter years of
controversy .

This programming consists of a variation of styles and

combinations being used, but one now finds the Skinner pattern

20

Ga rner, p. 4.

9

modified -by a few amenities of textbooks that had to be abandoned for
.
21
mac h.ine presen tation.

According to Skinner the student should master the program �t
about the 9 5 per cent level .

Crowder felt that it was normal for

students to make occasional errors .

His method made greater provision

for both rapid learners and slow learners. 22
Prietz has stated that there are two basic types of programming:
A program can be classified as straight line or
linear (Skinnerian) or as branching or intrinsic pro
gram (Crowder) . The most obvious distinction between a
linear and a branching program is the length of the
frames and the correct answer which immediately confirms
the s tudent's response. 23
Utilization of Programmed Learning
By 1 962 programmed teaching units were available in many areas
of instruction.

The experience of the Eastman Kodak Company in devel

oping programmed instruction for employees working with IBM cards has
been given by Margulies and Eigen as an example of the adoption of
such methods by industry .

The Eastman Kodak Company introduced a card

system for use in their plants .

Becaus e of the coded holes punched in

2 1 Kenneth O . May, Programmed Learning and Mathematical Educa
tion Committee on Educational Media, San Francisco, California and
Mathematical Association of America, Buffalo, N . Y . ( 1964) , pp . 1, 2 .
22 Philip Lewis, "Teaching Machines, New Resource for the
Teacher," Journal of Home Economics, Vol. 5 3 (Dec . , 196 1) , p . 823 .
23 Clarence H . Prietz, "Writing Programmed Instruction in
Industrial Education," Industrial Arts and Vocational Education,
Vol . 55 (April, 1966 ) , p. 45 .
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the cards on the line where signatures were to be placed, . the girls
handling the cards became curious.

Kodak felt that this appeal to

curiosity would s nare "inquisitive souls" and intrigue volunteer
students to engage in a programmed lea rning course .
Since there was little available materia 1 on t_he techniques
of program item construction, the company personnel department con
structed its own principles an� rewrote them as preliminary s tudent
feedback was experienced.

At the end of several weeks--a nd the devel

opment -o f 7 0 frames of a programmed course--workers could actually read
the punchtngs in the data cards.
It was found through this experiment that programming for
employee training was _worthwhile to the company.
remained.

Was it a practical venture?

A question still

Many areas o f training compat

ible with Ea stma n Kodak Company 's needs were explored in order that
reasonable priorities for programming effort might be established .

As

objectives, the first study was to study cost, e f fectiveness, and
student reaction to this new and di f ferent approach.
a need to train additional programmers.

There was also

To meet this need, trainees

were chosen to represent not only indus trial training personnel, but
also, production and staff de partments.

The tra ining program included

an extended workshop, with actua l programmed sequence instruction being
stressed.

Not all o f the trainees became programmers, but approxi

mately 7 5 per cent o f the graduates have programmed indus trial training
course material .
Some of the findings o f the study indicated that ther� is some
correlation between intelligence and progra mming ability, and between

11

knowledge of the subjec t matter and ability to progra m such ma tter.
More important than either of these componen ts, however, is the sincere
personal in teres t of the programmer in dedicating himself to this
work. 24
J. W. Laurie, president of Trini ty University, a t the first
annual meeting of the National Society for Programme� Instruc tion,
s ta ted tha t it is most impor tant that new methods for dissemina ting new
knowledge in nearly a ll fields of learning be found, for-. . • informa tion is accumula ting a t such a fas t
pace. . . • Any program tha t will speed up our task
and sharpen the best brains of the future, more wisely
and rapidly, deserves the very careful asse� 5 men t of
everyone who says he believes in educa tion.
This increase in knowledge led the late Presiden t John F. Ken.nedy
to say in a message to Congress:
Educa tion is both the founda tion and the unifying
force of our democratic way of life--it is the main
spring of our economic and social progress--it is the
highes t expression of achievement in our society,
ennobling and enriching human life.26
Kneller (1961) in addressing the American Psychological
Associa tion commen ted, "Whether we like i t or no t, automa ted teaching.:

27
is here to s tay . 11

24

Margulies and Eigen, pp. 26, 27.

25 Gabriel D. Ofiesh and Wesley C. Meierhenry,. Trends iri.
Programmed Instruction, Papers from the first Annual Convention of the
National Society for Programmed Instruction, Washington, D.C.: Depart
ment of Audiovisual Ins truction, Na tional Education Association of
the United S tates, 1964, p. 2.
26

Ofiesh, p. 4.

27

Ofiesh, p. 4.
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Some people make much of this new type of auto-instruction .
Chagy stated, "The greatest contribution to an enhanced status _for the
American teacher in our decade will be made by programmed learning 'and
the teaching machine . "

28

Public Recognition of Programmed Instruction
Starting in the late 1950s, programmed instruction has been
widely publicized .

Many schools have been and are experimenting in

the use of programmed instruction and teaching machines to teach such
subjects as electronics, English, grammar, mathematics, and even driver
education .
The Soviet Union bo th on the elementary and high s chool levels,
according to Vogt, has detected defects in methods o f teaching which it
feels could be remedied by combining a scienti ficall y designed feedback
device in conjunction with programmed instruction and teaching machines .
These methods of teaching originated in the United States .

Russia re

jected them at first, then realizing their value, adapted the methods
to high school vocational and technical curricula .

The purpose of the

technical high schools in Russia is to provide technicians as well as
to educate teachers for vocational training institutions and for the
technical and voca tional departments in ins titu tions of general
education .

29

28 Gideon Chagy, "The Teacher. and the Teaching Machine, 11
Journal o f Secondary Education, Vo l . 37, No . 2 (February, 1962) , p. 125.
29 Hartmut Vogt, "Programmed Instruction in the Sovie½. Union,"
Programmed Instruction IV., No. 7 (Apri l, 1965), P· 8 .
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Becaus e the text book is an ever-present aid to te?ching, much
effort has been invested in its improvement with respect to read
ability, legibility, and pictorial and graphic presentation.

Glaser

has felt, however, that its basic method of transmitting information to
the student has remained mu�� the same.

Essentially, information has

been as serted in the form of declarative sentences on the assumption
that learning will occur by some means of passive transfer.

In the

light of modern learning theory the adequacy of this procedure can be
seriously questioned.

It appears reasonable that techniques can be

developed which provide more specific control and adequate monitoring
of the reader's behavior.

This factor s hould result in more effective

transmission of knowledge.

If textbooks can be constructed s o that a

student' s learning is carefully guided, it is poss ible that present3
.
style textbooks
will become outmod ed as teach.ing ai·d s. o

Public acceptance of programmed instruction may be judged by
the many subjects that have been programmed for the benefit of students.
In his book, Programmed Learning, A Bib liography of Programs and
Presentation Devices, Hendershot lists nearly 100 dif ferent s ubjects
that have been programmed including art, business , typing, English,

30 Robert Glaser, Lloyd E. Homme, and J . L. Evans,
"An Evaluation of Textbooks in Terms of Learning Principles," Teaching
Machines and Programmed Learning, a Source Book, ed. A. A. Lumsdaine
and Robert Glaser (Washington, D. C. : National Education Association
of the United States, 1960) , p. 437.

2Jlt!l9'g,
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grammar, writing, foreign languages, history, industry met;:hods, qua lity
and cost contro ls, transportation, insurance, law, mathematics, and
various sciences . 3 1
In an ear lier edition, Hendershot listed proofreading as being
programmed .

An attempt was made to procure this program but it was

found to be out of print .

The 1967 edition of Hendershot does not list

it .
Litt le if any work concerning the fie ld of Graphic Arts was
found in the literature of programmed instruction .

Letters written to

editors of journals and research foundation directors for information
about this subject a lso were fruit less .

A reply from Graphic Arts

Technica l Found ation stated that no programming had been done to their
knowledge in printing, a lthough the Foundation was p lanning to have one
of its personnel learn to be a programmer .
Statement of the Prob lem and Objectives of the Study
Instruction in the graphic arts is most common ly considered to be
in an area requiring major emphasis upon laboratory work .

However, both

theory and princip les must be mastered by the student if he is to be
more than just a skil led artisan .

The time which the student spends in

preparation for laboratory work, .either in study of a text or in listen
ing to lectures is thus of prime'importance; proper preparation not only
enhances the readineis with which the student may grasp the lecture and

31 Carl H . Hendershot, Programmed Learning, A Bib liography of
Programs and Presentation Devices (Car l H . Hendershot, Bay City,
Michigan: 1967) , pp . xi, xii .
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laboratory presentat ion but also helps to develop the proper theoret i
cal bases for understanding the work.
A careful survey of the literature has reveal�d very l ittle
programmed mater ial presently ava ilable for study in the graph ic arts.
Therefore it was felt that the development and exper imental use of a
lim ited unit of programmed learn ing for study b y the student in pre
parat ion for lecture and laboratory work constitu ted a problem of
worth.
Objectives of the Study
The purpose of the study was to compare the effect iveness of
two methods of present ing informat ion concerned with graphic arts.
One method ut il ized only the lecture as commonly conducted by the
ins tructor.

The other method added use of pr inted mater ial to the

lecture, presenting the informat ion in programmed fash ion.

Th is

mater ial was stud ied by the exper imental group before attend ing the
l ecture .

Effect iveness of the two methods was evaluated from group

mean scores on a common test admin istered to both the experimental
and the control groups at the term ination of the presenta t ion.

The

tes t used was designed to measure readiness for laboratory work.
To de term ine if a stat istically s ignifican t d ifference exis ted
between the mean s cores of the control groups and the experimental
group on the test of read iness for laboratory work, the test data
from each group were compared with those from each of the other two
groups.

The following null hypothes is was adop ted as represent ing

a reasonable level of acceptance or reject ion.

16
S ta tis tically significant differences will no t be
found be tween the mean scores of the control and
experimen tal groups on the tes t of read iness f or
labora tory work . The .05 level of confidence will be
accep ted as significan t .

17

CHAPTER II
METHOD OF THE .STUDY
The inves tiga tion of effectiveness in me thods . of teaching is
a complex ma t ter involving many variables.

Of these variabl es, the

design of the s tudy, me thods used, selec tion of subjec ts, materials
involved, and analysis of data are among the mos t impor tan t.

The

discussion of these fac tors has been presented in this chap ter in the
order named .
Design of the S tudy
The experimen tal design may be described as one using three
groups of thir ty subjec ts each wi th subjec ts ma tched be tween groups
for grade level and achievemen t in chemis try as evalua ted by their
teachers.
me thods.

Subjec ts in each control group were taugh t by differen t
One control group s tudied only a programmed uni t before

being tes ted for readiness for labora tory work.

The other con trol

group a t tended only a lec ture-discussion period before being admin
is tered the same tes t.

The experimen tal group bo th s tudied the

programmed uni t and a t tended the lec ture-discussion period before
being tes ted.

Thus, me thod of presen ta tion varied be tween the two

con trol groups while me thod of presen ta tion and time expos ed to
the uni t being s tudied varied be tween the experimen tal group and
each of the control groups.

The cri terion of teaching effe� tiveness

18

used was mean gioup scores on the test o f readiness f or 1aborat�ry
work in use o f the lithographic camera.
The design o f the study al l owed the resu lts o f combining
student study o f a programm�d unit with a fol lowing lecture-discussion
period to be compared with use of the programmed unit a lone or with use
o f the lecture-discussion period a lone .

It was felt that comparison

between the two groups representing those studying the programmed unit
on ly and those attending the lecture-discussion period on ly would be
inadequate .

While such comparisons were made at certain p oints o f the

investigation, these were only for purposes of ana lysis; the investi
gation was n ot concerned with a contrast o f live instructor versus non
live instructor methods .

The purpose o f the study was to eva luate the

e f fectiveness o f using a pr ogrammed unit for pre-lecture-discussion
period student study .
It wil l be readily noted that the experimenta l group had an
exposure time to the material presented which was approximately twice
that of eithe� o f the contr o l groups .

It is qui te possible that two

lecture-discussion periods wou ld have obtained as good student readiness as the combination o f programmed unit study and lecture-discussion
period, or even better .

The poin� in question, however, is o f little

practica l significance.

A lthough student preparation time cannot be

assumed to be unlimited, a certain amount o f this may legitimately be
required .

Student time itse lf within such limits is, there f ore, not an

imp ortant factor.

Rather it is the ef fective use o f sucfi available

student time which is of concern.

The instructor 's time available for

own schedu le and by that of
. l 1·ted ' both by his
· n 1..·s 11·m
leCture-d.lSCUSSl..O
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the s tudents .

Thus, the impor tan t fac tor to be inves tiga ted �ppeared

to involve materials which s tuden ts could use effec tively alone and
wi thin reasonable time limi ts, ra ther than the mos t ef fec tive use of an
arbi trarily se t time interval .

For this reason, s tuden t time spen t in

prepara tion, while con trolled for ea�h group, was allowed to vary
be tween the con trol groups and the experimental group.

The design of

the s tudy was predica ted upon-prac tical teaching conditions ra ther than
an experimen tal basis con trolling as many factors as possible.
Me thod of the S tudy
The method of inves tiga ting the wor th of a programmed uni t for
pre lecture-discussion period s tuden t use was s traigh t-forward .

A

programmed uni t was developed as described in a la ter sec tion.

One

°

con trol group (C) a t each school involved, s tudied this unit for 35
minutes under the supervision of their classroom teacher.

The s tuden ts

were no t allowed to discuss the material wi th one ano ther or the
teacher .

This coul d have reduced the value of the programmed ma terial

for s ome s tuden ts who might have sought assis tance from o thers in a
truer- to-life s tudy si tua tion .

This s tudy group, using the programmed

material only, immedia tely moved to the common tes ting room upon com
ple tion of their 35-minute s tudy period and were adminis tered the
readiness tes t wi th the other subjec ts.
The second con trol group (B) a t each s chool was no t provided
the programmed uni t ma terial a t any time during the inves tiga tion .
These s tudents a t tended only a 30-minute lec ture-dis cussion period with
the experimental groups.
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The method used in teaching the experimental groups has almost
been described by inference in discussing the control groups.

The

experimental groups first studied the programmed unit under the same
conditions as the control groups (C) , (program-study-only) .

The (B)

control groups (lecture-discussion-only) then joined the experimental
group and both attended the lecture-discussion period .

Finally the

programmed-unit-study-only groµp (C) joined the lecture-discussion
only group (B) a nd the experimental gro up (A) .

All were administered

the readiness test .
Possession of the printed material by the experimental group
during the lecture-discussion period may have affected the performance
of subjects in the control group (B) also attending the lecture .

This

advantage, however, represented a true-to-life one to the experimental
group subjects who would have these materials in the regular classroom
should a programmed unit be used for pre-lecture student study .
Subjects
The se lee tion of subjects used in· the investigation presented
a major problem .

Attitude of subjects toward the work involved in

an investigation is of great im portance and one which is very diffi
cult to control .

The subj�ct matter involved was one which was not

thought to be of interest to a general college popul ation, while use
of enrollees in specific courses entailed the danger of too great
pre-experimental subject knowl edge . .
The subjects chosen for the investigation were 90 eleventhgrade chemistry students from two boarding academies .

All eleventh-
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grade chemist ry students enrolled in both academies were �nitially
included in the study with 62 participating at one school and 3 1 at the
other.

At each school the students were divided by their teachers into

three groups, matched as nearl y as possible for range and level of per
formance in chemistry.

One student each from two groups at the larger

school and one s tudent from the other school were deleted by random
selection to equate groups at each school for number.
It was felt that high school-level chemistry s tudents would,
perhaps, have as much maturation as the general college freshman pop
ulation, while not representing such heterogeneity of ability and
interes t.

The time factor was also important in that the design re

quired a 90-minute session for the experimental group and 65 minutes
for the control groups .

The us e of boarding school students allowed

the investigation to be executed during the evening s tudy period .
Although no research is available to support the hypothesis, the
attitude of the students toward participating in the research appeared
to be better than that often found among the more s ophisticated college
population .
Program and Test Instruments
The design of the study required that a progr ammed unit of study,
a lecture paral leling the program both in se quence and explanation, and
a tes t o f readiness for laboratory work of the unit, be avail able.
Several factors determined th� choice of material to be pre- ·
sented in the unit .

Time available for student preparation and lecture

attendance was a determining factor .

Becaus e of the l ack of knowledge
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of the high s chool students concerning u�e of photographic processes it
was necess ary to choose material which introduced a major segment of
work if the programmed unit and lecture were to be meaningful to tne
subjects.

The inclusion of two distinct types of work, one more in

the theoretical and one more in the applied field, was thought to be of
value in that different methods of instruction might not be equally
suitable for all types of information to be presented .
When obtaining the cooperation of faculty a nd students at. the
boarding academies, it appeared that 90 minutes would be the longest
unbroken time interval available for execution of the actual experi
mental work.

After some trial in integrating this experiment into the

schedule, this period was divided into three intervals: 35 minutes for
study of the programmed unit, 30 minutes for the lecture a nd discu ssion,
and 25 minutes f or administration of the rPadiness te s t.
The Programmed Unit .

Review of books, ma gaz ines, a nd pamphlets

on programming indicated that suitable programmed material was not
available for student pre-lecture study . .
develop a programmed unit.

It was thus necessary to

Because of the limited time available for

student study, an initial draft using a five-option multiple-choice
format was discarded in favor of one using alternate choice.

Use of the

alternate choice form required that the instruction move forward in
smaller steps, a decided advantage; it also provided a grea ter rationale
of exp lanation to problem .
As used, the program consisted of 30 i tems.

The f irst 20 items

provided information directly concerning the action of light upon film
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emulsion while the remaining ten items dealt with the variables o f
light intensity and exposure time as encountered in reproducing line
drawings with a lithographic ca mera .
The program was printed on six sheets o f 8 ¥ 'x 1 V ' paper in 10 point Simplicitas Simoncini using light and bold face type .

Two

columns were used with the information and questions printed in the
left column; the answers and e�planation in the right .

Drawings a nd

reproductions o f printing resulting from properly and improperly
exposed film were employed when their use was anticipated as helpful.
A copy o f the program has been included in the appendix .
The lecture .

Studies comparing lectu re with other forms o f

instruction have several inherent weaknesses un less one does not wish
to generalize from the exact s ituat ion a s presented in a speci fic in
vestigation .
lecturer .

The manner o f presentation varies from lecturer to

Also, the advantages and disadvantages o f di f ferent methods

o f presentation may vary from student to student .

Some ma y learn better

under one method, some may learn better under another .
In order to hold the va riances in lecture presentation under
contro l a s much a s possib le, the investigator presented the lecture and
discuss ion in both schools .

The lecture notes were deve lpped to

paral le l exactly both the in formation presented in the programmed unit
and the s e quence in which this information was presented .

It was,

however ' not feasible to reproduce illustrations on the chalkboard,
presented in the programmed unit . -
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Deve lopment and Use of the Readiness Test
The amount of time avai lable for execution of the actua l · experimental work imposed severe limitations upon testing, particu larly
because it was desirable to inc lude computation of expos �re times by
form u la in the testing .

The investigator, a lthough aware of the lack

of reliabi lity inherent in short, objective tests � was forced to com
promise in re lation to severa l �factors.

For these reasons the test as

used presented 1 1 alternate choice items and 5 prob lems involving use
of a formula.

Student fear of even simp le, unfami l �ar , mathematical

formu las and their tendency to disregard instruction containing, or
based upon, such formu las is common know ledge .

Thus, it was fe lt that

the inc lusion of this type of work wou ld provide a crucia l test of the
va lues to be gained in using programmed pre- lecture s tudent study.
For purposes of the investigation, therefore, the a lternate
choice items were considered as readiness tests in more verbally trans
mitted areas of information, while the 5 computation problems were con
sidered tests in abstract thinking and the interpretation of symbols.
A copy of the readiness test has been inc luded in the appendices.
Statistica l T rea tment o f Data
The statistical treatment of data in any investigation bears an
intima te re lationship to the choice of subjects, procedures and
instruments us ed for measurement.

At one time a much more sophisti

cated statistical ana lysis of data was considered for the s tudy .

It

wou ld have been possib 1e 1.·n the t 1.·me availab le to have administered a
longer, more homogeneous readines s test not involving computation.

It
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would have also been possib le to have statistically controlled for such
variables as test intelligence and level of reading achievement .

How

ever, use of such scores wou ld have reduced the s amp le s ize consid�r 
ab ly, because these were not available for al l sub j ects.

In addition,

when lack of accuracy, as found in most high school administered tests
of this nature is considered, the equating by the c las sroom teachers of
the three groups on the basis pf performance in chemistry c lasses
appeared as effective as other means, if not as impressive.
Once having decided upon the more practical approach, it was easy
to abandon the advantages provided by a high ly reliab le criterion
test in favor of one which provided - a s amp ling in two well-defined
areas .
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CHAPTER III
FINDINGS
The procedures descr ibed in Chapter II were completed as re
quired by the design in one session at each of the participating
schools.

The experiment was conducted without difficulty .

Working

rapport was considered excellent .
Results o f the investigation have been tabulated and findings
presented for alternate -choice items separately from results o f
computation problems for reasons discussed later in the chapter.
Comparison by Groups on Alternate-Choice Item Responses .

The

number o f students responding correctly to each alternate choice item
o f the readiness test is shown in Table I .
Data presented in Table I would indicate that while items varied
in di f ficulty (or adequacy of instruction provided) , groups did not
dif fer in responses to individual items more than would be expected to
occur by chance.
Analysis o f Di fferences ; Alternate Choice Items.

The total

number o f correct responses for group s does not vary s igni ficantly
between the two control groups ; the totals are almost identical .

The

dif ference between totals for the experi mental and the lecture-only

groups was not signi ficant although s igni ficance at the . 05 level of
con fidence is approached very close1Y ·
a value o f 3 . 841 r equired.

2

Ch l.· 1 = 3 . 744 was obta1.· ned w1."th

The experimental group, however, was found
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TABLE I
CORRECT RESPONSES TO READINESS TEST
ALTERNATE CHO ICE ITEMS BY GROUPS

A

B'

LECTURE

ITEM

PROGRAM
AND LECTURE

1

26

22

26

2

24

27

26

3

30

30

27

4

15

8

15

5

20

20

22

6

23

19

15

7

23

24

23

8

29

25

24

9

27

24

24

10

30

28

25

11

26

26

�

27 3

253

25 2

ONLY

PROGRAM
ONLY
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s ign i f icantly better than the program-study-only group w ith a d i f fer
ence between total scores s ignif icant at the . 05 level o f con f idence
Ch i i = 4 . 106 .

The one po int d i f ference between total scores o f th� two

control groups was respons i ble for th is rather unusual pa ir of f ind ings .
Ch i square was used to d etermine s ign i f icance o f d i f ferences between
means:
Ch i square is a t�st o f s ign i f icance . Th is stattst ic
is a very useful one in research because no parti cular
assumpt ions have to be made about the shape o f the d is 
tr ib ut ions o f the frequencies being tested . It is most
commonly used when data are in frequenc ies s uch as in the
number o f responses in d i f ferent categor ies . · It can be
used w ith any data that can . b e reduced to proport ions
32
and percentages . .
Analys is of D i f ferences ; Computat ion Items .

As has been d is

cussed prev iously, the d i f ferences between groups w ith use of formula
in comput ing exposure t ime was analyzed separately from d i f ferences in
responses to alternate cho ice items .
Te st ing at any time involves a number o f major d i f f icul ties i f
inference from per formance to assumed knowl edge, or, in th is case,
read iness, is to be undertaken .

One major d i f f iculty involves moti

vation, and this is part icularly pertinent in exper imental work of the
nature undertaken .

S ome poor performing s tudents may not be mot iva ted

to work up to capac ity in an exper imental s ituat ion wh ich e ither does
not threaten them or exc ite the ir interest .

A second d i f f iculty is en 

countered in the lack o f a true zero measurement o f knowledge.

S cor ing

32 N. M. Down ie and R. W. Heath, Bas ic S tat istical Methods
(New York : Harper & Brothers, Publ ishers), p . 147 .
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TABLE I I
TOTAL S C ORES ON ALTERNATE CHOICE ITEMS
BY GROUPS

GROUP

TO TAL C ORRECT

Group A ( pr ogram a nd L e c ture )

273

57

Gr oup B (Le e ture On ly )

2 53

77

Group C (Pr ogram On ly)

252

78

Ave rage C or r e c t Groups A a nd B

263 . 00

Av e rage E r r or Gro u p s A a nd B
Av e ra ge C o rr e c t G r o u p s A a nd C
Ave r a g e E r r o r Group s A a nd C
*S ign i f i c a n t a t the . 0 5 leve l o f conf id ence .

67 . 00

TOTAL ERRORS

Ch i 2 = 3 . 7 4 4
1

2 6 2 . 50
67 . 50

Chi

2

1

4 . 10 6,\-
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usually i nv olves only correc t or incorrect responses.

There are no

means provided of identifying s tuden ts who _ may be almos t able to s olve
correc tly all, or many, of the problems, bu t who ac tually are unable to
s olve any of them as given .

The third hazard w ould be f ound in variance

in difficul ty of problems presen ted.

All prob lems are usually scored

as of the same value, bu t s uch scoring can seldom be considered accu
ra te .
In a t temp ting to compensa te f or difficul ties of measuremen t,
subjec ts in each group were divided in to three ca tegories, according
to scores on compu ta tion problems.

1 . ' Those who did n o t s olve any

problems correc tly were classified as ei ther insufficien tly mo tiva ted
to learn or insufficiently ready a t time of tes ting.

2.

Those who

s olved one or tw o of the problems were considered as p ossibly poorly
mo tiva ted and/ or jus t s tar ting to mas ter the type of problem presented.
3.

Correc t s olu tion of three or more problems was judged as represen t

ing readiness for labora tory work.

Al though probably all of these

subjec ts would require a grea t deal more experience bef ore becoming
really proficient in such compu ta tion, such experience w ou ld normally
be a par t of work following the firs t lec ture-discussion period .

The

number of compu ta tional problems correctly s olved by each group has
been shown in Table III .

The number of s ubjec ts scoring in each of the

three ca tegories may be found in Table IV .
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TABLE I I I
NUMB ER C OMPUTATIONAL PROBLEMS CORRECTLY
S OLVED BY GROUPS

GROUP

NUMBER PROBLEMS S OLVED .

0

1

2

3

4

5

A

4

2

4

6

7

7

30

B

11

2

5

2

5-

5

30

C

18

7

1

3

0

1

30

The Chi square values

o btained

TOTAL

as shown in Table IV indicate the

experimental gr o up perf o rmed significantly better on the text o f
readiness than either

of

the c ontr ol groups when three o r m o re c orrect

s olutions is arbitra rily accepted as the criteri on

of

readiness .

It sh o uld be n o ted that the abs o lute gain in numbers

of

sub

jects solving more than three pr ob lems is the same between the experi
mental group and the lecture- only gr oup as it is between the lecture
only gr oup and the programming-study-only gr oup .

Th us the pr ogram us ed

alone was found in this investigati o n t o be the p o orest method of
presentation ; when combined with the lecture, h o wever, the c o mbination
was as much s uperior t o lecture-only as the lecture- o nly was t o p r ogr2m
only .

The same differences were n ot�d am ong those failing to s olve an�

· of the computation problems .

Again, partly by c oincidence, the abs olu te

gain in numbers between pr ogrammed-study-only � nd lecture-on ly is the
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same as between the l ecture and the combination o f programmed-study-a nd
lecture.
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TABLE IV
NUMBER COMPUT�TIONAL PROBLE�ffi CORRECTLY
SOLVED (CATEGORIZED)

NUMBER PROBLEMS SOLVED
1-2

GROUP

0

A

4

6

20

30

B

11

7

12

30

C

18

8

4

30

3-5

TOTAL

No. with 3-5 Correct--Groups A and B Average 16. 0
No. below 3-5 Correct Groups --A and B Average 14. 0
Dif ference between Groups A and B--Chi f = 4. 286*
No. with 3-5 Correct--Groups B and C Average 8. 0
No. bel ow 3-5 Correct--Groups B and C Average 22. 0
D iffere nce between Groups B and C--Chi i = 4 . 1 7 6'-'-· (Yates correction used )
No. with 3-5 Correct--Groups A and C Ave_rage 12. 0
No. below 3-5 Correct--Groups A and C Average 18.0
Dif ference between Groups A and C--Chi i = 15. 624** (Yates correction
used)
*Significant at . 05 level of confidence.
**S ignif icant at . 00 1 level of confidence.
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CHA PTER IV
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The summary, conclusions and recommendations for further study
have been presented briefly in that order .
Summary
The study was designed to a llow comparison between an experi
mental and two control groups on scores of a test of readiness for
laboratory work in use of the lithographic camera .

The experimental

group first studied a programmed unit of instruct i on and then attended
a lecture -discussion period presenting the same material .
were then administered the common readiness test .

Subjects

The first control

group attended the lecture-discussion period but did n ot study the
programmed material before being tested .

The second control group

studied the programmed material in another room d uring the lecture
period and were then tested for readiness without further preparation .
Chi square was used as the statistical technique considered
most appropriate for testing the significance o f di f ference in
scores between groups .
The data obtained from the investigation supported the hypo- _
thesis that differences sufficient to be statisticall y signi ficant at
the . 05 level of con fi dence wou ld not be f ound when the experimental
group was compared with the lecture- only group on total scores f or
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a lternate choice items .

The Chi square va lue very c lose ly approached

this leve l, however .
The programmed-study-on ly group earned one less point than tbe
lecture-on ly group (252 of a possib le 330 correct responses) on the al
ternate choice items.

The hypothesis was rejected at the . O S level of

confidence when comparing the programmed-study-on ly group with the ex
perimenta l group.

(The experimental group had 2 7 3 correct responses. )

Differ inces were more marked when the experimental group was
compared to the lecture-on ly group on prob lems requiring comp utation .
If one ass umes correct so lution for three, or more, of five prob lems as
indicat ing satisfactory readiness for laboratory work , the study of the
programmed unit contributed significantly to the readiness of the experi
menta l group.

The difference between the experimental and the lecture

only group required rejection of the hypothesis at the . 05 level of con
fidence .

A lthough the lecture-on ly group was significan t ly s uperior

(. 05 level of confidence) to the programmed-study-on ly group, the com
bination for programrned study and lecture was, in turn, s ignificantly
✓

better ( . 05 leve l of confidence) than the lecture-on ly group.

The

programmed-study contributed learning which apparent ly was ins ufficient
to record accurate ly with the test items used, but when iein forced
with the lecture was found to be of significant va lue .
Conclusions
Resu lts of the statistical analysis of group mean d ifferences

iona l unit by the exindicated that use of the progr ammed ins truct

their readiness
.
t a 1 group d 1.· d not contrib ute significant ly to
per imen
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for labora tory work insofar as unders tanding o f theory was concerned.
The lec ture-only group, however, ob tained almos t the same mean score as
the program uni t s tudy-only group (8.40 vs. 8 . 43) .

I t would thus be

concluded tha t the s tudy of the programmed unit or a t tending the lec ture
resul ted in equal unders tanding o f theory as measured by the readiness
tes t used.

The shor tness of the tes t and low ceilfng may have prevented

valid findings.
Use of the programmed uni t by the experimen tal group did resul t
in significan tly superior readiness over the lec tur�-only group in
compu tation of problems by formula.

In this area, the lec ture-only

group was ac tually significan tly superior to the programmed-s tudy-only
group.

However, the experimen tal groups, combining bo th s tudy of the

programmed uni t and lec ture a t tendance was, in turn, significan tly
superior to the lec ture-only group.
Any tendency to label the s tudy as a comparison between lec ture
and programmed presen ta tion of ma terial should be earnes tly avoided.
The lec ture was s tringen tly limi ted to the ma terial presen ted and
sequence of presen ta tion used in the programmed uni t.

This was

necessary to allow comparison of the experimental group (program plus
lec ture) wi th the program-s tudy-only con trol group.

The assump tion

underlying this design was sin:_ply tha t the two me thods were basically
complemen tary.

I t was fel t tha t the detailed examina tion of data

provided by programmed ins truc tion would be under taken with profi t by
the s tuden t before lec ture, while the welding of the ma terial in to an
in terrela ted whole could bes t be accomplished l a ter by lec ture and dis 
cussion methods .

The careful s tep-by-s tep res tudy of a topic ob tained
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by this method cannot be found in the usual study of a textbook
followed by lecture and discussion .

The textbook tends to be m ore of a

well organized printed lecture.
While the design of the study was intended to provide data of
practical application, the imposition of experimental control tends to
also impose artificial conditions.
conditions should be noted .

Some variation from true -to-life

Sub jects of the experimental group (A)

still retained the programmed materials for use during the lecture
which followed the exact sequence and presented the same examples as
those used in the programmed unit.

While the conditions of the experi 

ment had been described to all subjects before the actual work began,
this rather evident advantage of the experimental group of sub j ects
would be expected to affect the performance of subj ects in the control
group.

Some individuals, (the clutch hitters) , would be expected to

strive harder to overcome the conditions imposed by the experiment,
while other subjects would be expected to admit some defeat even before
the start.

That all students of the control group did not admit defeat

was indicated in the larger number of questions asked by this group (B)
during the discu ssion period.
A second factor, introduced above, lay in the availability of
the printed material to the experimental group during the lecture
discussion period.

They could mark on the paper and actuall y work out

the problems as presented .

The lecture-only subjects did n ot have this

advantage.
Another major difference between program and lecture_ would be

the di scuss ion . period .
found in the questions asked by subjects during
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The lecture-discussion-only group (B) asked many m ore questions than the
experimental group (A) .

It is debatable 1) whether the students in the

experimental group (A) understood the material better than the lecture
only group (B) and did not ask so many question s, 2) whether the ex
perim ental group (A) could answer their own questions better by com
bining the information received during the lecture with reference to the
program material which was all £ till available to them, or 3) whether
the lecture-only group (B) was more insecure and hence asked more
questions.
After allowing for weaknesses of the study, some anticipated,
and some surprising, it may be concluded from the findings that the
pre-lecture study of a programmed unit, even under highly artificial
conditions, did contribute significantly to subject readiness for
laboratory work in use of the lithographic camera.

It would even

appear possible that in one isolated instance the programmed unit
served to cover either an error or ommission in the lecture (item 4 of
the alternate choice test) .
Recommendations for Further Study
Several factors which would have improved the study were painfully evident to the investigator . even before its initiation .

As

reported elsewhere, the choice of subj ects was dependent upon other
considerations than the wishes of the one conducting the study .

The

motivation of students in a graphic ar ts course involving the litho 
graphic camera would be dif ferent from that of the students used in the
experiment.

The effect of motivation provided by actual course enroll-
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ment remains an unsolved prob lem when attempting to generali ze from
results of the study.
The programmed unit, itself, as used, also presents some
questions .

Possibly a different type of pr_ogramming, or improvement

on the one us ed would alter results.

In conjunction with this, the

lecture a ls o wou ld be involved as it was developed to parallel the
programmed unit rather than also supplement it .

Another feature of

demons trated weakness was in the short test of basic theory, using
on ly eleven alternate choice items.

A lthough all items passed analysis

satisfactorily, the lack of reliability inherent in such a short in
strument was a disadvantage .

It was also evident that both the low

test ce iling and the factual nature of the material tested in the
alternate choice items may have interfered with obtaining a true eval
uation of the worth of the programmed unit.

It is difficult to dis

criminate between very easy test items and the resu l ts of thorough
instruction.
Pilot studies using sufficient numbers of s tudents beginning a
course in photographic reproduction should be conducted 1) to estab 
lish the needed improvements in the programmed material to be used,
2) to establish the validity of the readiness test used, and 3) to
contro l for motivation.

A P P E N D I X
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U N I T I N PRE-LABORATORY U S E OF T H E L I T HOGRAPH I C CAMERA
( Graphs and Li ne Drawings )
The m a k i ng of p l a tes to be used in pri n t i ng
graphs, l i ne drawings, and m a teri a l of s i m i l a r na
t u re is one of the everyday j obs of a ca mera man
working i n the p r i n t i ng i ndus t ry. Often the p l ate
to be produced m ust be of a cflfferent size than
that of t he copy provided .
I n order to m a ke a p l a te to be used in pri n t i ng,
it i s necessary to firs t · produce a negative of the
des i red s ize. Th is neg a t i ve i s very m uch l i ke the
negatives returned w i t h " pictu res" one takes w i th
an ordi nary ca mera a n d leaves at the drug s tore
to be sent to a l a borato ry for developmen t- a nd
pri n ti ng.
Commerc i a l fi l m is packaged in s heets of various
s izes commonly u sed. It i s made of a fu l ly tra ns-

pa ren t backi ng coated on one side w i t h a chem ical
em u l s ion . This e m u l s ion ( t he du l I s i de of the
f i l m ) is very sen s i t i ve to l ig h t and cha nges its
compos i t ion w hen l ig h t s t r i kes it. Th i s , of course,
i s the bas is for photography. Light reflected from
the mater i a l bei ng copied is focused on the fi l m
through the ca mera l e n s d u r i ng the t i me o f ex
pos u re a nd " bomba rds" the sen s i t ive chem ica l
coa t i ng on the fil m . T h i s cha nges t he emu l sion so
that the portions wh ich h ad l ight focused on
them wi l l t u rn b l ack a nd not wash away duri ng
development . The u nexposed portions wi l l rep
resent the dark parts of t h e materia l copied a s
l ig h t does n o t reflect from dark s urfaces as wel l
a s from ·l ight s u rfaces .

Item · 1 . A b l ack and w h i te draw i ng of a check
erboard is p laced on t he copyboard a nd t he cam
era adj u s ted for focus. Wh ich port ions of a s heet
of f i l m in the holder w i l l receive reflected l ight
when a ri expos u re i s made?
a . those porti ons represe n t i ng the b l ack squ a res
of ·the checkerboard .
. b. those port ions represe nt i ng t he w h i te squa res
of the checkerboard.

An swer: " b" The w h i te squa res of the check
erboa rd wou l d reflect l ig h t m uch better than the
b l ac k squares.

Item 2. Whi c h port ions of the fi l m s ho.u l d be
sol id bl ack on the developed negative?
a. those port ions of the negative represen t i ng
t he w h i te sq u a res of the checkerboard.
b. those port ions of the negative represen t i ng
the b l ack squares of the checkerboard.

Answer: "a" Light was reflected from the w h i te
sq ua res t h rough the lens of t he ca mera and fo
cused on the fi l m . ThesE port ions of the fi l m
wou ld turn b l ack and rer , c : n � s t he fi l m was de
veloped in to a negat i ve.

I tem 3 . W h i c h port ions of fi l m s hou ld be c lear
of an emu l s ion after developmen t ?
a . those port ions represe n t i ng the w h i te squa res
of the checkerboa rd.
b. those portions represen ting the b l ack squa res
of the checkerboard.

Answer : "b" Those port ions of the f l l m corre
spond i ng to t he b l ack squa res of the checkerboard
received l i ttle or no reflected l igh t . The emu l sion
in these places wou ld not t u r n b l ack and wou ld
wash away during deve l opment of t he negative.

l te"1 4. I f a piece of l ig h t sen s i t i ve paper were
pl aced u nder the negative and exposed to l igh t
ihi n i ng t h rough t he negative ; cou ld the l ight sensi
t i ve paper be developed i n to a picture of t he
. checkerboard?
- a . yes.
b. no.

Answer: "a" Yes . The l ig h t wou l d pass t h rough
the c lea r portions of t he neg a t i ve and ca use the
correspondi ng port ion of t he l ig h t sens i t ive paper
to t u rn black when devel oped . These b l ack por
tions on the developed pict u re wou ld represent
the b l ack squa res of the . checkerboard . The l ight
wou l d not pass t h rough the b l ack portions of the
negat ive representing the w h i te squ a res a nd these
portion s wou l d rema i n w h i te in t he picture when
i t . was developed. T h i s· s hou l d exp l a i n why the
term negative is used for t h e deve loped f i l m . After
development the fi l m is t he negative, or reverse,
of t he materi a l photographed and of _the picture
or p l ate that i s produced .
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X
� 1. Sebema&ae drawing of cross aedlon of developed negaUve

lteftl t. Which portion of the developed nega
tive cross section shown in i llustration 1 repre
sents the transparent backing of the film?
8

Answer: "b" The transparent backing remains
under all portions of the fil m .

x.

b Y.

Item 6. Which portion of the developed nega
tive cross section shown in I llustration 1 �re
sents a portion that has been "bombarded" with
l ight reflected from the material being copied?
8

x.

b Y.

Answer: "a" _Exposure t o l ight changes the
chemical composition of the emulsion on the fi lm
so that developing further sol idifies the emulsion
and causes it to turn black.

Item 7. If the i mage of the checkerboard Is not
sharply focused on the film which of the following
would be expected.. in the developed negative?
a .. the division between black and white squeres
be sharp- and clear.
b. the division between squares wil l be fuzzy.

Answer: "b" The division between squares wlll
be fuzzy because the reflected l ight rays from the
checkerboard have been allowed to scatter on the
film.

Item 8. If l ines and edges of solid sections of
rhe negative are not sharply defined, wil l It be pos
sible to make a plate from the · negative which
wl_l l print sharp, clear-cut i l lustrations?
a;. yes.
b. oo. .

Answer: "b" No. The plate Is In many ways
similar to the l ight sensitive paper of an earlier
item. I n making a plate, high intensity, l ight is
pas� through the negative and onto a sensitized
sheet of metal i nstead of onto p�per as in making
a usual picture. The plate can be no better than
the negative from which it is made.

wm

Item 9. The reflected l ight from the checker
board brings about a chemical . reaction on the
· film tn the camera when the lens · is opened. If
the lens is opened for an insufficient time ( under
exposure ) - would the portions of the film repre
senting the white squares be as black and opaque
�on the . developed negative as would result from
longer e�posu re?
a. yes.
b. no.

Answe�: "b" No. Not enough chemical reaction
will be . obtained and the contrast will be poor.
The portions. of the negative that should be black
may have "thin spots" which w i l l resul t in the
finished product showing •�ks and smudges. Of
even more i mportance, the edges pf the black
parts of the material copied w i l l spread and· the
printed copies w i l l have the black overemphasized.

Item 10. If Jhe lens Is opened for a longer time
than needed ( overexposure ) will the portion of
the fi lm reAf"esenting, the black squares of the
checkerboard remain c lear in the developed neg-

Answer: b'� No. The result from overexposure
is an eati ng away of the edges of t he clear portions
of the negative replacing these with black solidi
fied et1Julsion so that the plate made from such
a negative will not print fine details of the copy
provided.

Item 1 1 . Fine llne detail from the provided copy
ls very quickly affected by underexposure. If the
film is underexposed, lines printed from the plate
produced will appear:
a. thicker than in the provided copy.
b- thinner than in the provided copy._

Answer: "a" The underexposure does not a llow
sufficient time to change the chemicals on the film.
Thus th, white portions of the provided copy are
under represented on the negatlve by black areas
and the black printing over represented by clear
areas. The plate made from such a negative will
continue to over. represent the black-thus _"loslng
detail in the printing. · The black lines will be
thicker or may even blend together in places.

othte?
. a. \'81·
b. no.

11
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Item 1 2 . If the fi l m is overexposed, l i nes printed
from the plate produced wi l l appear:
a. thi cker than in the provided copy.
b. thjn ner than i n the provided copy.

- tu ansu 1er vour
,1111 •st ions about

Answer : "b" With over exposure the �hite por
tions of the provided copy a re over-represented by
black areas a nd the b lack pri n t ing· under-repre
sented by c lear areas i n t he developed n'egat ive.
The plate made from such a negative w i l l con
t in ue to over-represent the white, thus losing de
tai l . The black l i nes of the provided copy wil l prin t
thinner o r may be lost.
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DluVatloa !. Neptm. resaltlng frClm vleded el1Pe8Dre times.

Item 1 3. Which of the above negatives woµld
resul t from overexposure?
• A.

b 8.

C C.

Item 14. Which of the negatives of l llustratlon
2 would result from undere�posure?
.
· a A.
b B.

C C.

-·qlies�ns
ta iwiwer.abo
your
�
A

Answer: "c"· Note that not only the white
areas of the printed paper are represented by
black on the nega tJve but a l so part of the black
letters.
Answer: "a" Note that in this nes,ative the white
portions of the printed paper are under-represent
ed. the black . letters ( clear negative area ) .appear
larger.

--to a��wer your :
q�shons . about . ·

- to <inswer your

B

qu{,,$.lions .about
C

Dlustl'atlOll 3. Prbatln« resalUng from selected exponre times•

Item 1 5. Which of the above would represent
printing of a _pl ate made from an underexposed
negative?
a A.

b B.
C.

c

A new lithographic camera has just been pur
chased and the camera man wishes to determine
the proper exposure time for obtaining a negative
of the same size as the copy provided. He will do
this by setting up copy in the camera and making
a series of test exposures on a strip of fi lm. All
but a narrow portion of the strip of film Is cov
ered with a da rk mask and · the first exposure is
made, possibly for five seconds. The mask is then
moved to uncover more of the fil m strip and an
other five-second exposure made. This is con
tinued until. seven exposures have been m�, with

. Answer: "a" Note that the pl ate made from an
underexposed negative continues to under-repre
sent the white and over:.represent the black. The
printed letters a re heavier and bolder than in the
provided copy.
an additiona l portion of the fi l m strip being un
covered each t i me.
Lighting and s ize of lens openi ng remains the
same throughout t he process. In this way, the fi rst
part of the fi l m strip receives 7 five-second
exposures or a total of 35 seconds exposure� The
second portion u ncovered reseives 6 exposures
of five seconds each or a tota l of 30 seconds ex
posure, the third portion receives 25 seconds, 'the
fourth 20, the fifth 1 5, the sixth 1 0 and ·the sev
enth and last 5 seconds exposu re. The fi l m is then
developed and inspected.
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Item 1 6. If the 35-second exposure test portion
of the nega tive shows gray portions to represent
white areas on the material being copied, which
of the following is true?
a. another test strip should be run starting
with 35 seconds exposure for the first portion and
adding 6 five-second exposures.
b. another test strip shou ld be run statting with
20 seocnds exposure for the first portion and add
i ng 6 five-second exposures.

Answer : "a" If the negat ive i s not a good sol id
black for, portions representing white areas of the
material being copied, underexposure is inaicated.

Item 1 7. After the camera man has determined
the correct exposure time for making a negative
of the same size as provided copy, will this ex
posure time remai n the same for ,future work
with plates to prin t same size as provided copy?
a. yes.
b. no.

Answer: "a" Yes. If l igh t i ng, lens opening and
fi lm characteristics a re not changed, thi• pro
.
c� ure need be performed only once for a given
camera set-up.

lte-,, 1 a. If the copy provided is not the same
size as the desi red plate, wi l l the exposure time
remain the same?
a. yes.

b. no.

Answer : "b" No. The intensify of the l ight act
ing upon the chem ica l emulsion of the fi lm and
the length of t i me the l ight acts upon the emulsion
determipe the correct exposure time. When en
larging or reducing t he size of the negative in re
lation to the size of provided copy the distance of
the fi l m from t he copy is changed I n focusing.
This change in distance the l ight travels from
copy to fi lm also changes the intensity of the ,..
fleeted l ight strik i ng the fi l m and thus requires
change in exposure time.

a

Item 19. If the desired. negative is to be larger
than the provided copy wi l l t he exposure t i me be
I ncreased?
a. ye�.
b. no.

Answer: "a" Yes. The · intensity of l ight de- .
creases as the square of the distance from source.
to point at which intens i ty is measured. For ex
ample, a source providing 1 0 candle power at one
foot wou ld on ly provide one fourth as m uch l ight
at two feet ( 22 = 4) and only one nineth aa
much l ight at three feet (.,32_ = 9 ) .

ltem 20. I f one had previously determined the
correct exposure ti_me for making a negative the
same size as provided copy, would it be possible
to compute t he correct exposure t i me for a given
size of en largement _or reduction?
a. yes.
b. no.

Answer: "a" Yes. The ratio of the desired size
copy to prpvided copy is a l so a measure of change
in area to be i llumi nated by the l igh t focused
through · the lens of the camera . 1-f the amount of
l ight is not changed the exposure t i me for new sizes
may be ca lcu lated.

Item 21 . The d,ange in size of desired negative
from provided copy is represented by the symbo l
"M" in t he formu la for compu ting new exposure
time. "M" is the ratio of the size of desired nega
tive to size of provided copy. If the length of the
desi red negativ e were thirty i nches and the length
of provided copy were ten i nches "M" would equal
a. 3.
b . .5.
c. neither a nor b.

Answer: "a" The ratio of desi red size negative
to provided copy wou ld be 30 divided by 10 or 3.

of desi red neaative,
M = s;ze
size of providedcopy
M = �= 3
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Item 22� The desired size of negative is ten
inches· long and the provided copy is five inches
long. Which of the fol lowing equals "M" ?

a. 2.

b . .5.
c� neither a nor b.

Answer: "a" The ratio of the desi r�d size negative to provided copy wou ld be:
of A@$ited negative
M - siie
si_ze of provided copy

•.·

Item 23. As explained i n I tem 1 9 the' intensity
of l ight decreases as the square of the distance
from source is increased. If · the desired negative
were to be twice as long as the provided copy,
would the exposure time
a. be twice as long as for making a . negative the
same size as pr9vided copy.
b. be more than twice · as long as for making a
negative the same·size as provided _copy.

M

=2
= .lil...
5

Answer: �'b" The exposure time changes ac
cording "to the formula:
New
exposure

=

New
exposure
time

=

time

CM
exposure time for
same size negative X

j= 1)

2

If the ·negative were to be twice ·as long as the
prov.lded copy, M = 2 according to' the formula
for M. Substituting 2 for M. in the ful l formula.

2

,21 1 ) =

X· ( 2 °} 1 )

Exposure time for same size negative .__

r

=

2

¥1. = += 2.25-

- The new exposure time would 6e 2.25 times
longer than for making a negative same size as •
provided copy. I n ot_her words, rnultipiy the expc>
sure time for same size negative by 2.25.
Item 24. To ·remove the parentheses from the
term ( M + � ) 2 In_ the formula

t

1 )2
(M
Exposure time for
N_ew
exposure - · same size negative . · X
- time
First find the value of M, and �dd t_h ls to one.
a. yes.
b. no.

Item 25. The ·length of the . desired negative is
fifteen i nches. The length of the provided copy
ls five inches.

M
a. ( t 1)� = �
2
b. (Mj _1i =. 3 .

Item· 26. The length · of the desi red negative is five
- Inches. The length of the provided copy is ten
· I nches.
a. CM

b. CM

t
t

J >2 = .56

1)2

=

.72

Answer: '.'a,r Yes. Just add the val ue of M to the
constant, one. ( One is a lways the amount added
to the value _of M. ) To square, multiply M + 1 X
M + 1 . Finally, dMde by 4. ( Four is always the di
visor ) .

Answer: "a" First find t he value of M�
M

=

size of desired
tlve
sizeot prov,a!}9J
copy

M = -11- = 3

Substitute value of M in the formula.
(3

1 1).

2

=

42 = A...XA. = ..16._ =
� 4

4

Answer: "a" First find the value of M.
M

=

4

size of desired negative
size of provided copy

M = lTf = .5

Substitute val ue of M in the formula.
(.5

t

1)2

=4 =

1 .5

,;f 1 .5

=

215 = .56
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Item 27. The length of desi red negative is twen
ty i nches . The length of provided copy is four
inches.

Answer: "b" First fi nd the value of M.
size of desi red negative
M = size of provided copy

M + 1)2 8
a. ( 4

M
b. (

t

2
1) = 9·

Item 28. Joe is using a l i thographic camera with
a ·correct exposure t i me of twenty seconds for
maki ng a negative same size as provided copy
when a l l l ights a re burn i ng and lens open i ng - is at
f/22. 1 f he wishes to make a negative twe.lve
i nches long from provided copy four i nches long,
the correct exposure t ime wou ld be:
a. 1 00 seconds.
b. 80 seconds.
c. nei ther a nor b.
Item 29. Joe is asked to make a · negative five
l n.ches long from provided copy fifteen · i nches
long using the same camera as used in Item 28.
The new exposure time wou ld be:
a . 10 seconds.
b. 1 5 seconds.
c. neither a nor ·b.

M =. � = s
·Subst itute val ue of M in the formu l a . .

Answer: "b" F i rst find the val ue of M.
_ .size of desi red negative
M - size of provided co.py
M = -4 = 3
Subst itute va l ue of M i n the formu l a .
2
(3 1 1 1 =
JJ- = 4

±¥

=

=

Exposure t i me for s a m e size negative
20 sec
onds, new exposure t i me = 20 X 4 = 80 seconds.
Answer: "c" First find the va l ue of M.
size of desired negative
M = size of provided copy

tn2

M

= .lf = . 33

Substitute va l ue of M in the formula.
c .33

=

1 .33 � 1 . 33

=

1¥- = _
=
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· Exposure time for same s·ize negative
20 'sec.
New exposure t i me
20 X .44 = 8.80 sec.

=

Item 30. Using the same camera as i n the two
preced i ng items, Joe is to make a negative thirty
I nches long from provided copy ten i nches long.
The new expo�ure time: wou ld be:
a . 90 seconds.
b. 1 20 seconds.
c. neit her a nor b.

Answer: "c" First find the va l ue of M.
_ s ize of desired n ative
M - size of provide�copy

M = -i%- = 3
Substitute va l ue of M i n the formula.
Exposure time for same size negative = 20 sec . .
New exposure time = 20 X 4 = 80 sec.
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(
(
(

) Group A
) Group B
) Group C

Name... . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . .. .
1.

2.

3.

4.

A bla ck and white line drawing is being photogra phed .
the following is true ?

Which of

(

)

a.

The most light will be reflected through the l ens and
on to the film from white areas of the drawing .

(

)

b.

The most light will be reflected through the lens and
on to the film from the black lines of the drawing.

Becaus e of a mista ke a film that has never been exposed is being
developed. Which of the folloi;•Jing will occur under the proper
procedures ?
(

)

a.

Nothing will occur . The film may be dried and used as
if the error had not occurred.

(

)

b.

The chemical emulsion on the film will work away
during development leaving only the clear backing.

A black and white line drawing has been photogra phed and t�e
negative developed. Which of the following best describes the
negative?
(

)

a.

The black lines of the drawing will a ppear as white
lines on the negative . Tha t is why it is call ed a
negative .

(

)

b.

The black lines of the drawing wil l a ppear as b lack
on the negative and the white a reas as white on the
negative. The reflected light a cts in negative
fashion · on the film .

A black and white line drawing has been photogra phed and the
negative developed . Which of the following best describes the
negative?
(

)

a.

The negative will be thicker in those parts repre senting the white areas of the drawing.

(

)

b.

The negative will be black and white but will be of
uniform thickness over all of its surfa ce .
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5.

6.

7.

8.

A black and white line drawing has been photographed and the
negative d eveloped. The plates mad e from this negative prints
black specks and smudges in areas that should be white � Which
of the following would most probably cause this result?
(

)

a.

The exposure time was too short and the negative did
not build up good, solid, black d eposits to represent
the white 'areas .

(

)

b.

The exposure time was too long and the resulting negative ·showed specks and smudges on the drawing not
visible to the human eye.

A black and white line drawing has been photographed and the
negative deve loped. The pl ate made from the negative prints
the black lines as thinner than in the original d rawing . Which
of the following would most probably cause this result?
(

)

a.

The exposure time was too short and d id not allow the
lines to be clearly imprinted on the negative .

(

)

b.

The exposure time was too long . The light from the
white areas has scattered along the edges of the
areas on the film representing the black lines.

A b lack and white line drawing has been photographed with the
l ens improperly focused . The negative is "fuzzy . " Which of the
following is true?
(

)

a.

When making the plate, the exposure time should be
l engthened enough to provid e sharper edges between
black and white .

(

)

b.

There is no way in which an improperly focused f ilm
may be corrected for printing purposes .

A newspaper camera man reproduces many black and white line
d rawings as part . of his work . Which of the following would be
true.
(

)

a.

He must compute the exposure time needed for each
photograph, carefully, measuring the light with a
meter.

(

)

b.

He should establish the exact exposure time for the
particular camera he uses und er standard lighting
and developing conditions.
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9.

10 .

11 .

The negative from which a plate for printing is to be made must
be twice as large as the copy to be photographed . Using stan
dard lighting and deve l oping conditions, the expos ure time re
quired wil 1 be :
(

)

a.

Twice as long as for making a negative of same size
as phot ogr�phed material .

(

)

b.

More than twice as long as for making a negative of
same size as photographed materia 1 .

The formu la for computi_ng the ratio of the desired size negative
to the material to be photographed is which of the f ol lowing?
(

)

a.

Size of desired negative
Size of provided copy

(

)

b.

Size of :erovided C OEY
Size of desired negative

If a negative is to be made which wil l be twice as long as the
provided c opy, the ratio of size of desired negative to s ize of
provided copy is:
(

)

a.

2

(

)

b.

�
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Find new exposure time i f exposure • time for original size at 100% is
20 seconds.
1.

New desired size is 9 inches, original size is 6 inches .

2.

New desired size is 3 inches, original size is 6 inches.

3.

New desired size is 4 . 5 inches, original size is 9 inches .

4.

New desired size is 10 inches, original size is 5 inches.

5.

New desired size is 4 inches, original size is 5 inches .
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